[Implementation of intraoperative neurophysiologic monitoring in children and adults in secondary and tertiary health care facilities].
Intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring (IONM) is a procedure that uses neurophysiological techniques in order to evaluate the motor and sensitive systems during surgeries that endanger the nervous system. The approach, scope, target population, and clinical questions to be answered were defined. A systematic search of the evidence was conducted step by step; during the first stage, clinical practice guidelines were collected, during the second stage systematic reviews were obtained, and during the third stage, clinical trials and observational studies were procured. The MeSH nomenclature and free related terminology were used, with no language restrictions and a 5-10 years frame. The quality of the evidence was graded using the CEPD and SIGN scales. Obtained using the search algorrhythms of 892 documents. Fifty-eight were chosen to be included in the qualitative synthesis. A meta-analysis was not possible due to the heterogeneity of the studies. Eighteen recommendations were issued and will support the adequate use of the IONM.